Introduction {#S1}
============

When people make a judgement, they often utilize a fast and frugal strategy---relying on proximal and simple clues rather than expending additional effort to seek out less accessible evidence or information ([@R17]; [@R19]). Cognitive effort can be defined as "goal-directed mental exertion" ([@R59], p. 2), and research has found that, in general, people find cognitive effort aversive and often avoid being engaged in it ([@R10]; [@R18]; [@R36]). Based on the framework of *effort-reward trade-off*, additional cognitive effort is likely to be exerted only when an individual perceives the effort to be less costly than resultant reward (i.e., the reward linked to the effort outweighs its costs, [@R36]; [@R35]; [@R63]). Researchers have found some particular conditions or variables potentially influencing the extent to which one's cognitive effort is exerted: perceived usefulness of information ([@R24]), increase of reward ([@R54]), effort enhancement effect ([@R39]), average reward rate per time ([@R51]); one's interest in effortful activities ([@R4]), and one's mood and perception of competence ([@R11]).

People often overestimate the likelihood of experiencing desirable outcomes but underestimate the likelihood of experiencing undesirable ones ([@R58]; [@R62]). This psychological phenomenon is termed the optimistic bias ([@R61]) or the *desirability effect* ([@R1]). People often underestimate the probability of their own risks in contexts such as: AIDS ([@R23]), lung cancer ([@R65]), heart attack ([@R26]), criminal victimization ([@R61]), divorce ([@R13]), and car accidents ([@R47]). Research suggests several psycho-emotional motivations underlying optimistic bias: self-enhancement ([@R25]), projecting a positive social-image ([@R58], p. 4), control motivation (e.g., the illusion of control; [@R22]; [@R34]; [@R40]), and affective reward ([@R42]; [@R44]; [@R61]). There are, however, comparatively fewer focused investigations identifying how optimistic bias is cognitively executed (for cognitive processes of optimistic bias, see [@R2]; [@R25]; [@R37]; [@R58]). One notable cognitive process that could lead to optimistic bias is selective (cognitive) focus ([@R16]; [@R46]; [@R53]). For example, people mainly seek out favorable information or evidence, while essentially ignoring others ([@R21]; [@R30]; [@R32]; [@R33]). However, in cases where favorable information is not easily available, additional effort becomes necessary for seeking out favorable information ([@R37]). Researchers have identified that unfavorable information could enhance one's cognitive effort in a self-serving manner---seeking out favorable information in order to undermine the validity of the unfavorable information ([@R7]; [@R8]).

The current research suggests that cognitive effort can also be exerted when an individual is motivated to predict a desirable outcome, thus gaining affective reward. Specifically, the current research used the paradigm of binary prediction based on the urn model, in which one outcome was more desirable than the other, thus motivating individuals to predict the more desirable one ([@R1]; [@R42]; [@R37]). Additionally, by making the more desirable outcome less probable, individuals were manipulated to be motivated to search for new evidence or information beyond the simplest criterion of one outcome being more probable than the other ([@R3]; [@R14]). The fast and frugal strategy, by which one predicts whichever outcome is more probable, can be applied to any combination of the probabilities between two outcomes (e.g., 90% and 10% vs. 60% and 40%). However, when a more desirable outcome is less probable, this fast and frugal strategy becomes more difficult to apply. Therefore, the binary prediction in which one future outcome is less probable yet more desirable could work as a condition where individuals search for evidence or information that was less accessible initially. One possible aspect of the information that is useful for predicting a less probable outcome could be the stochastic nature of the outcome---the expectation that a less probable outcome would occur by chance (e.g., probability-matching; [@R15]; [@R27]; [@R48]). In general, understanding the stochastic nature of an outcome demands complex thought processes ([@R12]; [@R28]; [@R50]; [@R52]) and less immediate information ([@R29], p.153).

In the current research, the aforementioned concepts: binary choice, cognitive effort, optimistic bias, and probability information were synthesized to formulate the hypothesis tested in Study 1, summarized as follows: When making a binary choice, individuals often use a simple criterion without expending further cognitive effort. Not only is selective (cognitive) focus utilized for an optimistic prediction, but cognitive effort could also become necessary for it if supportive information is initially less accessible. When one of two future outcomes is more desirable than the other, individuals are motivated to predict the more desirable outcome. However, if this desirable outcome is less probable, individuals have more difficulty employing the simplest criterion of one outcome being more probable than the other. Finally, it was hypothesized that, under such a condition---that is, individuals expending extra cognitive effort to seek out other supportive evidence or information---the probability of a less probable, yet more desirable outcome could be evaluated more effortfully. Study 1 experimentally demonstrated the phenomenon pertaining to this hypothesis and Study 2 tested the validity of the cognitive process assumed to be embedded in this phenomenon.

Study 1 {#S2}
=======

Study 1 demonstrated the phenomenon pertaining to the hypothesis explained in the previous section by applying a single binary prediction based on the urn model. Specifically, while being informed of the specific proportion between the two colors of balls (red or blue) in a bag, individuals made a prediction as to the color of ball that would be drawn from the bag. The pattern of prediction made by multiple individuals was examined as a function of different proportions between the two colors. Specifically, the proportion of the predictions between the two colors was compared to their corresponding actual proportion by using the graph based on probability weighing function (see [@R31]; [@R60]). Subsequently, the first prompt was modified such that drawing a red ball was more desirable. For the analyses, the four conditions were categorized based on probability and desirability of an outcome, as follows.

-   Condition 1: Drawing a red ball is less probable than drawing a blue ball.

-   Condition 2: Drawing a red ball is more probable than drawing a blue ball.

-   Condition 3: Drawing a red ball is less probable but more desirable than drawing a blue ball.

-   Condition 4: Drawing a red ball is more probable and more desirable than drawing a blue ball.

When predicting the color of a ball that will be drawn from a bag containing a specific proportion of red and blue balls, it was expected that individuals would use the simplest criterion based solely on the fact that there are more of one color than the other. This criterion can be uniformly applied, no matter the proportion of red to blue balls. Therefore, any additional probabilistic information, such as a particular proportion of red to blue balls, will not significantly influence this prediction strategy (Conditions 1 & 2). However, when it is more desirable to predict a red ball while that outcome remains less probable due to a smaller proportion (Condition 3), the motivation to predict it conflicts with this simplest prediction strategy. It was hypothesized that in this condition, individuals would evaluate the probability of drawing a red ball more effortfully while making a prediction (e.g., [@R7]; [@R8]). It was expected that this strategic change would be reflected as the increment of the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball, and this increment would also become more correlated and better calibrated to the actual proportion of red balls in the bag.

It is important to clarify the two issues related to the current experimental paradigm. First, there could be a similarity between the current experimental paradigm and the experimental paradigm used in repeated binary-choice studies. The repeated binary-choices were analyzed through aggregating multiple responses made by a single individual ([@R14]; [@R15]; [@R27]; [@R48]; [@R64]). However, in the current research, the data were collected through aggregating a single response made by multiple individuals in order to identify a typical pattern of behavior, since a proportion becomes conceptually identical to a mean if binary-predictions are made independently by multiple individuals. A similar experimental paradigm to the present one has been frequently applied in research on the overconfidence phenomena in general knowledge questions (see [@R0]; [@R6]; [@R20]). Second, the question employed in the present experiments was specifically phrased as "*Which color ball do you think will come out*?" That is to say, the question asked each individual to guess an actual outcome rather than to choose a correct answer (e.g., "*which color ball do you think is more probable or possible to come out?*").

**Method**

*Data collection for Prompt 1*. A total of 541 participants (all adults, all US residents, both sexes, and all age groups; *M*~age~ = 35.8) were recruited via online survey. These participants were asked to respond to the following prompt:

The bag has 100 balls. ( ) balls are red, and ( ) balls are blue. You have to pick one ball from the bag. Which color ball do you think will come out? (Check one): (a) a red ball, (b) a blue ball.

In the prompt, the proportions of red to blue balls was modified to have 9 conditions: 10:90, 20:80, 30:70, 40:60, 50:50, 60:40, 70:30, 80:20, and 90:10. Each of these nine conditions included approximately 60 participants. The dependent measure was the number of individuals who chose "(a) a red ball" for each proportion.

*Data collection for Prompt 2*. A total of 1,628 participants (all adults, all US residents, both sexes, and all age groups; *M*~age~ = 38.2) were recruited via online survey. These participants were asked to respond to the prompt designed to motivate them to predict one outcome over the other. In order to psychologically trigger this motivation, the original prompt was modified such that predicting one outcome rather than the other potentially made an individual experience more positive affect ([@R5]; [@R57]; [@R61]). The specific idea for the modified prompt was borrowed from the method that was used in ancient India to determine the guilt of the accused, when there was neither witness nor evidence ([@R45]; [@R56])^1^. This modified prompt is as follows:

The bag has 100 balls. ( ) balls are red, and ( ) balls are blue. You have to pick one ball from the bag, blind-folded. If a red ball comes out, you will receive \$1,000,000 and be released from prison. If a blue ball comes out, you will be tortured and killed. Now, you are picking up a ball. Which color ball do you think will come out? (Check one): (a) a red ball, (b) a blue ball.

In the prompt, the proportion of red to blue balls was modified to have 16 conditions: 5:95, 10:90, 15:85, 20:80, 25:75, 30:70, 40:60, 45:55, 47:53, 48:52, 49:51, 50:50, 60:40, 70:30, 80:20, and 90:10. Each of these 16 conditions included approximately 100 participants. The dependent measure was the number of individuals who chose "(a) a red ball" for each proportion.

For the analyses, the proportion of individuals who predicted a red ball was compared to each actual proportion of red balls using the graph based on the probability weighting function ([@R31]; [@R60]).

All procedures conformed to the ethical principles of psychological research and were approved by the Internal Review Board (IRB), and informed consent was obtained from all participants^2^.

**Results and Discussion**

As shown in Figure 1, the results of the first prompt indicated that few individuals predicted a red ball when the actual proportion of red balls was below 50% (Condition 1). When the actual proportion of red to blue balls was 50:50, the prediction turned random (50%). When the actual proportion of red balls was above 50%, few individuals predicted a blue ball (Condition 2). This prediction strategy is numerically summarized as follows: \[P(x, y)~predictions~ ≈ 1, when P(x)~probability~ \> P(y)~probability~\], and \[P(x, y)~predictions~ ≈ 0, when P(x)~probability~ \< P(y)~probability~\]. This formula indicates that individuals uniformly employed the single strategy for their predictions---predicting the more probable outcome---across the entire probability range.

Figure 1The proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball for each actual proportion of red balls in a bag (Conditions 1 & 2). Experimental results are plotted as dots. The horizontal axis indicates the actual proportion of the red balls in the bag. The vertical axis indicates the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball being drawn.

The scatter plot shown in Figure 2 indicates how the second prompt changed the prediction pattern from the patterns observed with the first prompt. The second prompt was designed so that drawing a red ball supposedly led to a more desirable outcome. When the proportion of red balls ranged between 0% and 50% (Condition 3), the proportions of the individuals who predicted a red ball increased compared to those proportions observed with the first prompt (Condition 1). As seen in Figure 2, each of those proportions scattered near each actual proportion of red balls and increased as a function of it. When the proportion of red balls was at 50%, the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball dramatically surged (around 80%). When the proportion of red balls ranged between 50% and 100%, the prediction pattern observed with the second prompt (Condition 4) was almost identical to the prediction pattern observed with the first prompt (Condition 2). Overall, the inclusion of a desirable outcome in a binary prediction changed the pattern of predictions when a less probable outcome became more desirable (i.e., 0%-50%; Condition 3).

Figure 2The proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball for each actual proportion of red balls in a bag when drawing a red ball was more desirable (Conditions 3 & 4). Experimental results are plotted as dots. The horizontal axis indicates the actual proportion of the red balls in the bag. The vertical axis indicates the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball being drawn.

In Figure 3, the prediction patterns represented by each regression line are compared among the four conditions. The left graph depicts the comparison between Condition 1 (red ball less probable) and Condition 3 (red ball less probable yet more desirable). The right graph depicts the comparison between Condition 2 (red ball more probable) and Condition 4 (red ball more probable and more desirable). As seen in the left graph, the significant change occurred with the slope of the regression line (i.e., regression coefficient B) between Condition 1 and Condition 3. This change indicates that, in Condition 3, the proportion of individuals who predicted a red ball increased and, at the same time, this increase became more calibrated to the actual proportions of red balls. However, as seen in the right graph, the two prediction patterns of Conditions 2 and 4 did not indicate such a significant change.

Figure 3Comparisons of the prediction patterns among the four conditions based on their linear regression lines. The horizontal axis indicates the actual proportion of red balls. The vertical axis indicates the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball being drawn.

Table 1A Regression Coefficient, *B*, and Other Descriptive Statistics of the Four Conditions

Table 1 details the regression coefficient observed in each of the four conditions. In Condition 3, where the less probable outcome was more desirable, the proportion of individuals who predicted the less probable outcome became significantly correlated with the actual probability of this outcome (*B* = .61, *p* = .001). Such a significant correlation between the proportion of predictions and outcome probability was not identified in any of the other three conditions. In addition, the regression coefficient (i.e., the slope of a regression line) of Condition 3 significantly increased from that of Condition 1, such that their 95% CIs did not overlap, whereas their intercepts did not yield such a significant difference. Those two results indicated that the regression line of Condition 3 rose up closer---that is, calibrated significantly---to the diagonal line passing through each point of perfect calibration. On the other hand, such results were not observed between the regression lines of Conditions 2 and 4. These results indicate that each actual proportion of red balls significantly influenced the proportion  of individuals who predicted that a red ball would be drawn only when drawing a red ball was less probable yet more desirable. In the other three conditions, the prediction pattern was uniformly dictated by the simplest strategy---predicting the outcome that was more probable.

Overall, the probability of an outcome significantly influenced the proportion of predictions when the outcome was less probable yet more desirable. This phenomenon was interpreted as an indication that individuals more effortfully examined the probability of the outcome beyond the simplest criterion. This interpretation was based on how individuals made those predictions and, especially, what new aspect of the information they might have employed while making a prediction. When one outcome is more probable than the other, this information can be a sufficient criterion for a binary prediction to be made ([@R17]; [@R19]). However, when a less probable outcome becomes more desirable, this simplest criterion becomes more difficult to apply. Thus, such a condition could motivate individuals to seek out additional, new evidence or information (e.g., [@R7]; [@R8]). In the current experiments, the only information available for each individual was the proportion between red and blue balls. For instance, in Condition 3, the only available information of the more desirable outcome was its probability, which was less than the probability of the other outcome. However, when an individual is motivated to predict the less probable outcome, for example, having 40% or 5% probability, these two probabilities would be perceived as significantly different--- such that a probability of 40% would be seen as much more likely than a probability of 5%. In all those regards, it was inferred that when making a binary prediction involving a less probable yet more desirable outcome, individuals evaluated the probability of the less probable outcome more effortfully, and this cognitive change could have produced the notably divergent prediction pattern observed in Condition 3.

Study 2 {#S3}
=======

In Study 1, when individuals made a binary prediction wherein one outcome was less probable yet more desirable (Condition 3), the correlation and calibration between prediction proportion and outcome probability improved significantly. This phenomenon was interpreted as an indication that individuals evaluated the probability of the less probable outcome more effortfully because the simplest strategy---predicting the more probable outcome---was not applicable for predicting the desirable outcome. In Study 2, the concept of probability-matching was utilized to demonstrate the evidence that could support the validity of this interpretation. It has been observed that, when an individual makes several successive binary predictions, they also make predictions of a less probable outcome based on its actual probability. Namely, when one outcome is 10% probable (i.e., the other is 90% probable), an individual is likely to make a prediction of this outcome in roughly 10 out of 100 successive prediction attempts ([@R15]; [@R27]; [@R48]). This indicates that probability-matching is motivated by the probability information of the less probable outcome, which could also be an explanation for the different prediction pattern observed in Study 1, Condition 3. Consequently, it was hypothesized that the probability-matching motivation for a less probable outcome would significantly increase the number of individuals who predict a red ball in Condition 1. However, it was hypothesized that the same probability-matching motivation would not further increase the number of the individuals who predict a red ball in Condition 3. This is because the probability information (of the less probable outcome), on which probability-matching is also based, could be already integrated into the prediction made under Condition 3. Based on the conceptual frameworks explained so far, two experimental hypotheses for Study 2 were constructed. They can be summarized as follows:

H1: In Condition 1, where drawing a red ball is less probable, the probability-matching motivation for the less probable outcome significantly increases the number of individuals who predict a red ball.

H2: In Condition 3, where drawing a red ball is less probable yet more desirable, the same probability-matching motivation does not further increase the number of individuals who predict a red ball.

Study 2 consisted of two sub-experiments. In Experiment 1, the successive predictions based on the gambler's fallacy (see Lehrer, 2009, p. 66) was utilized to implement the probability-matching motivation to increase the numbers of individuals who predict a red ball under Condition 1, where drawing a red ball is less probable. According to the gambler's fallacy, an individual often expects the probability of a less probable outcome to increase as the number of previous predictions increases. Namely, it was expected that more individuals would predict a red ball (less probable) after they had previously predicted a blue ball (more probable). In addition, it was identified how many predictions were necessary before the proportion of individuals who predict a red ball would significantly increase and become best calibrated to the actual proportion of red balls. This could identify the point at which the underlying probability, which the probability-matching was potentially based on, became best calibrated to the actual probability of a less probable outcome. Experiment 2 subsequently tested whether the same probability-matching motivation would also increase the proportion of individuals who predicted a red ball under Condition 3, where drawing a red ball was less probable yet more desirable so that its probability information was assumed to be already integrated into the prediction.

**Experiment 1**

*Method*. A total of 420 participants (all adults, all US residents, both sexes, and all age groups; *M*~age~ = 37.1) were recruited via online survey. The following prompt was employed as the device motivating the probability- matching in a binary prediction:

Imagine that 100 people are participating in the following task. The task is that a bag has 100 balls ("( ) balls are red", and "( ) balls are blue"), and each person (out of 100 people) picks one ball from the bag while blind-folded and identifies whether the color of the ball is \"red\" or \"blue\". After their turn, each person returns the ball to the bag, such that every time a selection is made, the bag always contains 100 balls with the same proportion of \"red\" and \"blue\" balls. The bag is sufficiently shuffled between each selection. Suppose that your four friends (Friend 1, Friend 2, Friend 3, & Friend 4) are among the 100 people, and all 100 people (including your four friends) have just completed the task and identified their ball colors. Now consider the following:

 

-   Which color ball do you \"think\" Friend 1 picked from the bag? (Check one): (a) a red ball, (b) a blue ball.

-   Which color ball do you \"think\" Friend 2 picked from the bag? (Check one): (a) a red ball, (b) a blue ball.

-   Which color ball do you \"think\" Friend 3 picked from the bag? (Check one): (a) a red ball, (b) a blue ball.

-   Which color ball do you \"think\" Friend 4 picked from the bag? (Check one): (a) a red ball, (b) a blue ball

Figure 4Four successive predictions of a red ball with the proportion of 20:80 or 30:70 (red to blue balls). The number of individuals who predicted a red ball increased toward the actual proportion as the number of previous predictions increased.

Four sets of data collection (each set included Four sets of data collection (each set included 60 participants) were replicated for the 20:80 (red to blue balls) condition and three for the 30:70 (red to blue balls) condition. The dependent measure was the number of individuals who predicted a red ball being drawn for each condition.

All procedures conformed to the ethical principles of psychological research and were approved by the Internal Review Board (IRB), and informed consent was obtained from all participants^3^.

*Results and discussion*. As seen in the upper left graph of Figure 4, in the 20:80 condition, the predictions of the first and second ball did not constitute clear evidence implying that probability-matching had been employed in the prediction. These strategies were similar to the strategy observed in Study 1, Condition 1---predicting the more probable outcome. On the other hand, the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball increased toward the actual proportion with the third and fourth prediction. As seen in the upper right graph of Figure 4, with the third prediction, this proportion (28%) somewhat surpassed the actual proportion (20%). With the fourth prediction, this proportion (23%) was almost identical to the actual one (20%). As seen in the lower left graph of Figure 4, in the 30:70 condition, the first and second predictions did not show clear implications that probability-matching had been employed in the prediction. These strategies were also similar to the strategy observed in Study 1, Condition 1. On the other hand, as was also observed in the previous condition, the proportion of individuals who predicted a red ball increased toward the actual proportion with the third and fourth prediction. As seen in the lower right graph of Figure 4, with the third prediction, this proportion (31%) was almost identical to the actual proportion (30%). With the fourth prediction, this proportion (29%) was also almost identical to the actual one (30%). Overall, in the 20:80 condition, the best calibration was observed in the fourth prediction (the upper right graph of Figure 4). In the 30:70 condition, both third and fourth predictions yielded similar levels of calibration in terms of their averages (31% vs. 29%; the lower-right graph of Figure 4). However, in terms of the variability that each set of predictions yielded, the third prediction rendered better calibration than the fourth one: 2.3% (third prediction): \|{\[(30% - 28%) + (30% - 35%) + (30% - 30%)\] / 3}\| \< 6.3 % (a fourth ball) = \|{\[(30% - 20%) + (30% - 37%) + (30% - 32%)\]/3}\| (see the lower-left graph of Figure 4).

Those results were interpreted as showing that while repeating the same prediction, individuals subconsciously expected that the probability of the less probable outcome had increased (i.e., the gambler's fallacy), and this changed expectation was reflected in the increment of the proportions of the individuals predicting a red ball with the third and fourth prediction. According to the results observed so far, when the proportion between red and blue balls was 20:80, the underlying probability, on which the probability matching was potentially based, was best calibrated to the actual proportion of red balls (20%) at the fourth prediction. When the proportion was 30:70, this best calibration was observed at the third prediction. In Experiment 2, the same probability-matching motivation was implemented in Condition 3, where predicting the less probable outcome was more desirable, and it was observed whether such significant increases also occurred.

Figure 5The effect of probability-matching on the proportion of individuals who predicted a red ball with the proportion of 20:80 or 30:70 (red to blue balls) and under Condition 1 or Condition 3.

**Experiment 2**

*Method*. A total of 360 participants (all adults, all US residents, both sexes, and all age groups; *M*~age~ = 34.4) were recruited via online survey. Half of those participants (*n* = 180) were administered the prompt in which the proportion of red to blue balls was 20:80. The other half were administered the prompt in which the proportion was 30:70.

Both prompts were modified to include the clause previously used in Study 1, which indicated that drawing a red ball led to a more desirable outcome. All participants made four successive predictions in the same way as in Experiment 1. In the 20:80 proportion prompt, the original question of the fourth prediction was modified to "*which color ball do you think you (previously Friend 4) picked from the bag?*" In the 30:70 proportion prompt, the original question of the third prediction was modified to "*which color ball do you think you (previously Friend 3) picked from the bag?*" The dependent measure was the number of individuals who predicted a red ball for each condition. The results observed in Study 2, Experiment 2 were compared to the results observed in Study 1 and Study 2, Experiment 1.

All procedures conformed to the ethical principles of psychological research and were approved by the Internal Review Board (IRB), and informed consent was obtained from all participants^4^.

*Results and discussion*. The right graph of Figure 5 shows that with the proportion of 20:80, 36% of individuals predicted a red ball being drawn (by themselves) after three people had previously drawn a ball. With the proportion of 30:70, 37% of individuals predicted a red ball being drawn (by themselves), after two people had previously drawn. In Figure 5, these results, and also the results of Study 2, Experiment 1, are compared to the corresponding results observed in Study 1, where individuals made the same predictions yet without the probability-matching motivation. In the 20:80 proportion, no significant increment was observed in Study 2, Experiment 2: *N* = 265, χ^2^ = 1.39, *p* = .238 (the right graph of Figure 5), whereas the increment observed in Study 2, Experiment 1 was significant: *N* = 300, χ^2^ = 12.31, *p* \< .001 (the left graph of Figure 5). In the 30:70 proportion, no significant increment was also observed in Study 2, Experiment 2: *N* = 267, χ^2^ = 1.87, *p* = .171 (the right graph of Figure 5), whereas the increment observed in Study 2, Experiment 1 was also significant: *N* = 240, χ^2^ = 21.54, *p* \< .001 (the left graph of Figure 5).

These results constitute additional evidence for the inference that, when making a binary prediction wherein one outcome is less probable yet more desirable, individuals may integrate the probability information of the less probable outcome into their prediction to a greater degree. In Study 1, the proportion of individuals who predicted a red ball significantly increased when it was both less probable and more desirable. If those individuals made those changes randomly---without using any probability information---the probability-matching motivation should have increased the proportion of those individuals (more or less) additively. This is because the probability-matching could have offered the probability information (of a less probable outcome), which had not been integrated into the original prediction. This indicates that, in the case of the 20:80 proportion, the probability-matching manipulation should have increased the proportion of individuals who predicted a red ball to approximately 51% (28% in Study 1 + 23% in Study 2, Experiment 1), and, in the case of the 30:70% proportion, to approximately 60% (29% in Study 1 + 31% Study 2, Experiment 1). However, the proportion of those predictions in both cases yielded much smaller and nonsignificant increases.

General Discussion {#S4}
==================

For the current research, several concepts and theories were synthesized to formulate the rationales and hypotheses for conducting the experiments. While making a binary choice, individuals often utilize a simple criterion in a fast and frugal manner without further seeking out less accessible evidence or information ([@R17]; [@R19]; [@R10]; [@R18]; [@R36]). When this type of cognitive process is applied to the prediction of two future outcomes, individuals are likely to predict one outcome by using the simplest criterion, such as one outcome being more probable than the other. Cognitive effort is expended based on a trade-off between effort and reward, and if an individual does not foresee any resultant reward (at the expense of the effort), additional cognitive effort is unlikely to be exerted ([@R36]; [@R35]; [@R63]). When predicting a desirable future outcome, individuals could gain affective reward ([@R1]; [@R42]; [@R58]), but predicting a desirable outcome also demands the cognitive process in which evidence or information must be searched and evaluated for this prediction to be possible ([@R37]). In a binary prediction having one outcome more desirable than the other, individuals are likely motivated to predict the more desirable outcome, however, if the more desirable outcome is less probable (and there is no other information available), (a) this condition motivates the individuals to predict the more desirable outcome; (b) this prediction must be made based on supportive information or evidence; (c) since the desirable outcome is less probable, the simplest strategy---predicting a more probable outcome---is more difficult to apply; and therefore, (d) additional effort could be expended to seek out some other evidence or information. Based on these assumptions, it was hypothesized that in such a condition, one new aspect of the information which might additionally be integrate into the prediction could be the stochastic nature of an outcome, namely, the expectation that a less probable outcome would occur by chance. The conducted experiments demonstrated several significant phenomena which potentially support this hypothesis.

In Study 1, individuals made a binary prediction based on the urn model where balls of two colors, red and blue, are in a bag with a specific proportion. While being aware of this proportion, individuals predicted which color ball would be drawn as a function of a different proportion between the two colors (i.e., from 10:90 or 5:95 to 90:10). The second prompt was modified such that drawing a red ball was supposed to be more desirable. In this way, the four conditions, differentiated by the probability and desirability of a particular outcome, were constructed for the analyses: Condition 1-predicting the less probable outcome; Condition 2-predicting the more probable outcome; Condition 3-predicting the less probable yet more desirable outcome; and Condition 4-predicting the more probable and more desirable outcome. The results in Condition 3 rendered a prediction pattern that was notably different from the pattern in the other three conditions, wherein the more probable outcome was uniformly predicted. Specifically, in Condition 3, the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball---the less probable yet more desirable outcome---increased significantly, and this increment became better calibrated and significantly correlated to the actual proportion of red balls. This phenomenon was interpreted as indicating that individuals evaluated the probability of the less probable outcome more effortfully because this information was potentially important and useful for predicting a desirable outcome.

Study 2 tested this interpretation by implementing the probabilitymatching motivation based on the gambler's fallacy. In the first experiment, individuals made four successive binary predictions between red and blue balls with the proportions of 20:80 or 30:70. After two successive predictions, the number of individuals who predicted a red ball---the less probable outcome---increased significantly toward the actual proportion of red balls. The second experiment implemented the same probabilitymatching motivation in Condition 3, where a red ball was still less probable (20% or 30%) yet more desirable. In those conditions, no significant increments were observed with the proportion of the individuals who predicted a red ball. These results were interpreted as indicating that in those conditions, the individuals already evaluated the probability information of the less probable outcome in order to predict a desirable outcome, and that this was separate from the probability-matching motivation.

According to the results observed so far, individuals made a binary prediction in a fast and frugal manner by utilizing the simplest criterion of probability. As indicated in Figures 1 and Table 1, this prediction strategy was uniformly applied regardless of the specific proportion between the two colors. On the other hand, once a less probable outcome became more desirable, individuals seemingly regarded each specific probability of the less probable outcome as the important information to be evaluated. In other words, when a less probable outcome was more desirable, individuals might have significantly differentiated between the probabilities of the less probable outcome, and those differentiations were markedly reflected in the prediction pattern wherein the proportion of predictions and the actual outcome probability became significantly correlated and better calibrated (Figures 2 & 3 and Table 1). People are motivated to predict a more desirable outcome ([@R1]; [@R42]), and seek out evidence or information for this prediction to be made ([@R37]). If any supportive evidence is not initially accessible, extra effort may be expended for further search. In such a condition, an individual could become more receptive cognitively or more responsive to any information potentially useful for such a prediction. Thus, as indicated in the current research, an individual would perceive an outcome having 45% probability to be significantly more likely than an outcome having 5% probability only when the individual was motivated to predict those outcomes. Other researchers have similarly suggested that some aspects of (objective) probability, such as its variability, could be perceived differently based on whether the probability was associated with a desirable outcome (e.g., [@R43]).

The current research demonstrated several phenomena which could support the speculation that individuals may process information in a more effortful manner if that information is useful for predicting a desirable outcome and gaining affective reward. Those phenomena were also in line with the ideas suggested by other researchers that making a prediction demands information ([@R37]), and self-serving motivation could trigger the effortful cognitive processing that is necessary for one to collect favorable information ([@R7]; [@R8]). In this regard, it can be suggested that self-serving motivation could activate (either or both) two separate functions of cognition. One is cognitive focus and the other could be cognitive effort. Extant theories of optimistic bias (e.g., planning fallacy) seem to focus more on how people selectively look for favorable information but likely ignore others ([@R16]; [@R21]; [@R30]; [@R32]; [@R33]; [@R46]; [@R53]). However, when favorable information is less accessible, extra effort must be expended for additional search. Further research could investigate how these two cognitive functions---focus and effort---work together and are influenced by different variables when an optimistic prediction is being made.

The research on cognitive effort seems to regard an emotional (i.e., intrinsic) reward, such as boosting self-esteem or feeling good about oneself, somewhat lightly as compared to biological (e.g., foods), cognitive (e.g., a correct answer), social (e.g., approval), and other types (e.g., monetary) of reward ([@R9]; [@R39]; [@R38]; [@R49]; [@R55]). In addition, cognitive effort is generally regarded as a manifestation of human executive function or general intelligence, so it has often been measured in the context of productive or improved performance ([@R38]). However, it has been speculated that cognitive effort can also be expended in a self- serving manner, solely in service of intrinsic reward, such as positive affect, and the current research offered some evidence which potentially supports this speculation.

\"A white image of Dharma should be painted on one leaf and a black image of Adharma painted on another leaf. The two leaves should then be invoked with prayers and should be duly worshipped with perfumes, and white and black flowers etc. They should be enclosed in two balls made of earth and of equal size. Then the two balls should be placed unobserved in a fresh jar, one containing the painting of Dharma and the other that of Adharma. The accused should then be called upon to take out a ball from the jar and should repeat the word---"I am free from guilt may (the image or picture of ) Dharma come to my hands." If he takes out Dharma he is honestly acquitted, if he takes out Adharma, he is held guilty." ([@R56], p. 165)

No systematic exclusion criteria were applied in the current research. No preregistration was conducted. No additional conditions or studies either supporting or opposing the hypotheses were run for the current research.
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